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SPECTRA OF CRAB-LIKE PULSARS: A GRO PERSPECTIVE
Cheng Ho

Space Astronomy and Astrophysics Group
hlS D436, Los Mamos National Laboratory

LOS .4]ii.IIIOS,Nhf 87545

ABSTRACT . .

A single-parameter model has been constructed to calculate the continuum
spectrum of energetic pulsed radiation resulted from the formation of a Crab-type
charge depletion region (gap) in the outer magnetosphere of rapidly spinning pulsars
(Ho 1989). W’ediscuss the characteristics of the theoretical predictions for the Crab
pulsar and the specific features expected in the energy bands of the Gamma-Ray
Observatory (GRO). These features include (1) a possible spectral dip in the 0.3 to
30 MeV range, (2) a change in polarization behavior below and above the dip. if
polarization can be discerned, and most importantly, (3) an exponential roll-over in
the energy range greater than several GeV. The EGRET detector of GRO covers the
energy range necessary to detect the exponential roll-over. This model predicts that
the 50-ms pulsar in the Large hlagellanic Cloud (PSR0540-693) will be marginally
detectable by GRO with a nominal two-week integration. Furthermore, we discuss
the spectrum and detectability of a pulsar with 0.5 ms period and a surface magnetic
field of 10g G. Such pulsar may exist in SN 1987A. Since the 50-ms pulsar and SN
1987A are within the same field of view of GRO, it will be of great importance to
take an extra long integration of this region to search for gamma-ray emission from
these sources.

1. INTRODUCTION

Rapidly spinning neutron stars with substantial magnetic dipole moments are known to
be powerful emitters of radiation in energ.. bands much higher than radio frequencies. Two of
the three definitely identified discrete 7-ray sources in the energy range greater than 3 MeV
fall irito this category: the Crab pulsar and the \’ela pulsar, Tlie third discrete ~-ray point
source, “Geminga,” could be an aligned fast pulsar, which, because of the alignment, has eluded
detection of its expected short period (Ruderman and Cheng 1988).

To explain the origin and mechanism of the energetic radiation from these pulsars, a
model has been proposed based on the formation of a finite region of vacuum (gap) in th[
outer magnetosphere (Cheng, Ho and Ruderman 1986u and 1986b; hereafter Paper I and Paper
II). In Papers I and II, detailed considerations of the electrodynamics, radiation mechanisms,
and charge production processes of the gap indicate that the Crab pulsar and the Vela pulsar
work under a very different set of parameters and mechanisms, The Crab. type gap produces
GeV photon@ via curvature radiation and subsequently produce ●* which radiate synch rot rot)
radiation and inverse. Compton-scattmxl photons, The 50-rns pulsar PSR0540-693 (Seward,
Harnden, and Helfand 1982) in the Large Magt]lanic Cloud is probably powered by a Crab. typv
gap. The Vela-type gap produces primary photons with energies greater than several TcI\’ via
inverse Compton scattering and subsequently produce c* which radiate synchrotrons radiation
up to the GeV range. The 150-ms pulsar PSR1509-58 (Seward and I{arnden 1982) is probably
powered hy a Vektype gap. III this paper, we shall concentrate on pulsars with a Crab-type
outer gap.

In Paper II, the continuum spectrum of pulsed radiation was calculated for the (’riit)

pulsar and the result agreed serni.quantitat ively with observations, However, that calculat ion
was specific to the Crab pulsm.rand had littl~ predictive power, To r~medy these shortcomings,
a single-parameter modd has been constructed to calculate the spwtrii from tho (’rah.typt’
outer gap without using observation] data M input (}10 I!W9, hrrcafter Paper 111). In !j 11,wv
review the radiation processes, charge production mvchanisnls and spmtra] calculation) for t IIV
Crab. type outer ga;) described in Papm 1, II and Ill, Swtim 111diwusw thp spwtrum of tlIP
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Figure 1- Schematics of the Crab-type outer gap. The outer gap resides above the
closed-field-line region [diagonally shaded region) and the short-dash line. For the
Crab pulsar, the gap has a length of * 106 cm and a voltag~ drop of x 101s volts.
Electrons inside the gap are accelerated to relativistic energy and radiate curvature
radation with characteristic energy about several GeV. Secondary electrons are cre-
ated in the secondary region (vertically shaded region), via Y-7 annihilation between
Ge\’ and kel’ photons. Synchrotrons radiation and invers? Compt on scattering com-
bine to yield the emergent spectrum.

Crab pulsar. Section IV gives the results for the 50-ms pulsar. Section V discusses the rang~
of parameters for a 0.5-ms pulsar in SN 1987Aand gives the results for a hypo!hetjcal pulsar
with 0,5 ms periodicity and a 109 G surface magnetic field. Special emphases are put on the
observations to be made by GRO, A discussion and summary are gjven in $ VI.

11. O\’ERVIEW OF THE MODEL
In this sectjon, we review the essence of the Crab-type outer gap proposed in paper 1

and II, and the calculation of the spectrum of pulsed radiatjon discussed in Paper 111,For mor~
detailed discussions, see Paperb 1, 11and 111.

An outer gap is an extensive region of vacuum near the light cylinder ( r = r~fl) which
results from current flows along the open field Ijnes, Figure 1 schematically shows the location
and structure of the Crab-type outer gap, A gap of height a will induce an clectlit field \~iih

substantial component parallel to the magnetic field, The makmum parallel chxtric field is

and the maximum potential drop along the gap is
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where s is the radius of curvature of tlw field lines, Q is the anglllar frequency of the pulsar. B
is the local magnetic field strength, and L is the length of the gap. The gap is bounded from
belcw by the last closed field line assumed to be dormant with a static surface charge density

- = ~Bar/47rc,v (3)

wLere z is the distance along the gap. The uppei boundary of the gap resides ih the region
threaded by open field tines and is not static. Electric c~rrent flows along it and constant
~’.arge production and separation maiutain t!ie surface charge density prescribed by Eq. (3),
The cur,ent in the upper boundary is given by

I : flBali’L/-trs, (4)

wfi.~re11’is the breadth of the gap. The surface charge density on the upper and low’erbo~lndaries

sh~eids the gap from the rest of t!le magnetosphere (see Paper I for more details),
In a Crab-type gap, “p~imary electrons” accelerated by tile electric field of the gap (Eq,

[2j ontribute to the electric current (Eq. [3]) and r~diate predominantly through curvature ra-
diatiol~ (“primary photon$v ) as they move along the curv~d magnetic field line. These primary
WJNons typically have eilergy around several Ge}’ and they annihilate, ./is photon-photon an-
nihilation, into e* pai:s (“secondary electrons”), over a large spatial area when they encounter
a flux of kel’ X-ray photons in the head-on direction. The secondary electrons, with substan -
t;~ ~erpendicular momentum, emit synchrot’on radiation typically into energv bands below
se’w,~ MeV, The secondary electrons inverse- Compton scatter the X-ray synchrotrons radiation
w ;~ted by the crossing beam of secondary electrons into the energy band greater than several
hle”~. These two components, synchrotrons and inverse-Compton, combine to yield the emergent
cpcctrum (“secondary photons”).

The spectrum of puls<d radiation from the Crab pulsar was calculated in Paper 11. in
which two steps were taken, (1) Observed spectra was used as an input. (2) Three parameters
were employed! the ener~v of the primary electrons, the local magn~tic field strength, and the
overall normalization. The calculated spectrum agrees with that observed semi-quantitatively,
However, that calculation cannot be extended to other pulsars due to the lack of broadband
observational data, and al]ow”ing three varying parameter6 reduces the constraining capability
of the model. To remedy these shortcomings, a computational model has been constructed in
Paper HI whicn (1) eliminates the need to use observational data and (2) reduces the number
of frer parameters to on~,

In Paper III, the gap is parameter!zed by the linear fraction of the gap:

fc = a/q. (5)

The available potential drop along a gap with size j~ 1s given by equation (2) and thr current
in the upper boundary is given hy equtition (4). W’eassume that the miuin)urn potential drop
along the gap is completely accessible by the current in the upper boundary of the gap T!1ototal
potential drop along the gap determines the energy of the primary elt’ctron; the total currcrlt

determines the ovcra.11normalization, For definiteness, wr tiilw
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Figure 2 — Theoretical
spectra of the Crab pul-
sar after 10 iterations with
fc = 0.3,0.4, 0.5, and ().6.

Note the similarity in gen-
eral features of these spec-
tra with those shown in
Fig. 6 of Paper’II. See also
Foot note 1. (Observation
data are from Oke 1969:
Kestenbaum et al. 1970:
Fritz et al. !971; Knight
1982; Mahoney, Ling ard
Jacobson 1983; Clear et al
1967.)
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Summarizing this overview, for a faat pulsar with given !2 and L, which are directly
observable and inferred from the spin-down rate, the broad-band spectrum of pulsed radiation
can be calculated with only one dimensionless parameter: jc, Folding in the distance .fJ to the
pulsar, the model predicts the flux of pulsed radiation which can be compared with observations.
Results for the Crab pulsar, the 50-ms pulsar and a hypothetical C.5-ms pulsar in SN 1987A
will be given in the following sections.

111.THE CRAB PULSAR
Tbe Crab pulsar has the following parameters: fl = 190 rad s-1, p = 3.8 x 1030 G cm3,

and D = 2 kpc. The theoretical spectra of the Crab pul”ar after 10 iterations for ~G = 0,3,
0.4, 0.5 and 0.6 are shown in Fig. 2, along with the observed fluxes.] The general features of
the Opectra coincide with those presented in Fig. 6 of Paper 11.They include ( 1) a synchrotron-
radiation component which can be described by a power law with a slowly-varying power-law
index ●t the low energy end and (2) a component from the inverse Compton scattering at the
high energy end. The two components overlap at a photon energy between 300 keV and 30 MeV
which produce a broad dipping feature in the spectrum. The prominence and location of the
dip and the ratio of the two components are a function of the gap fraction.

Judging from Fig. 2, the spectrum calculated from jC = 005 appears to give the best fit
(“by eyew) to the observations. Overall, spectra from 0.1< ~~ <0.6 :;l.lU ~-ceptable fits in the
sense that at no place does the predicted hpectrum consistently deviate from the observations by

] h Paper 111,the spectra presented for the Crab pulsar were calculated with the secondary
photons fully participating in the process of generating the secondary electrons, while the spect rii
for the 60-rns LMC pulsar were calculated with no participation of secondary photons in thr
charge production process. This is the cause of the slight etlhanrmncnt of the low energy part of
the spectrum in Figur~ 3 of Paper 111,compared to those in Figure 2 of this paper, Wit]lill this
paper, we uniformly suppress the participation of secondary photons in t hc charge prod uc(ion
process, since Figure 2 appears to yield bvttcr fit to the otmcrvations. The clostlrc ,4wwt:
discussed in $V of Paper ]11 remains valid,
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Figure 3 — Theoretical
spectra of tile 50 nlillisec-

ond pulsar in the LIIC af-
ter 10 iterations with vari-
ous Va]ues of SC. DC sen-
sitivities of the satellites
ROSAT (PSPC). AXAF
and Ginga (LAC) for a 101
sec integration ar~ plotted.
Also shown is the sensi-
tivity of GRO (OSSE) for
detecting a Crab-1ike pul-
sar (solid lint) and a pulsar
with a dut!: cvcle t~f0..5
(dashed lint, knight cl al.
1982), for a 106 set integra-
tion, (obser~a:;uilal data
are from Middled!tch and
Penny packer l!M5, Seward.
Harnden and Helfand 19S1,
and lnoue et al. 1988. )

much more than an order of magnitude for over rr we than a decade of emergent photon energ~’,
In view of the small number of parameters and the wide coverage in photon energy, we consider
the agreement between the theory and observation satisfactory. Accepting the spectra with JC
between 0.4 md 0.6 as reasonable fits to the observations. comparison between the predicted
and observed spectra serve as a fiducial estimate to the theoretical uncertainty. For the Crab
pulsar, the model leads to a spectrum which (1) overestimates the optical flux by a factor of
about 10, (2) underestimates the flux between 1 keV and 300 keV by a factor IXS than 3, (3)
underestimates the flux between 300 keV zmd 10 Me\’ by a factor of abcut 10, md 4) is within
a factor of 2 of the observed flux above 10 hleV.

IV. THE SO-MS PULSAR IN LMC (PSR0540-5W’)
The parameters for PSR 05-!0-693 are: 0 = 127 rad S-l, p = 4.9 x 1030 G cmJ, and

D= 55 kpc. Theoretical spectra for JC = 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, and 0.9 after 10 iterations are
shown in Fig. 3. The parameters j’G between 0.7 and 0.9 ~$ield spectra which fit the existing
optical and X-ray observation in the same fashion as for the Crab pulsar, i e., overestimates t h(’
optical flux and slightly underestimates the X-ray flux. For comparison, we have plotted the
sensitivities for detecting a DC source by ROSAT (PSPC) and AXAF for a 105 sec integratiol~
(Ttumper 1984), the sensitivity for a DC.’source by !?~nga (LAC) with a 10s sec integration
(Makino et al. 1987), and the sensitivity of detecting a Crab-like pulsar by GRO (OSSE) for
a 106 sec integration (Kurfess ~f al. 1983). Despite the crowdedness of the large field of view
of LAC near the LMC pulsar (which contains SIN 1987.4, among other X-ray point sources),
pulsation has been detected by Gingu (Dotanl et al. 1968, Inoue et al. IWM), Judging from Fig.
3, the LhfC pulsar is undetectable by OSSE, with a duty cycle of N 0.5. However, the thcor~
underestimates the pulsed flux at * 1 hfel’ by a factor of * 10 for thr Crab pulsar. Ailowing
for the same increase by a factor of 10, the ~.ray pulsation could bc readily dctcctcd by 0SS1,
especially at energies below 1 M[lN’.

V. A 0.5-MS P1’LS/\R IN SN 1987A
TIN detection of neutrinos from the supcrrmva 1!]87/4suggests t II(’formation of a ncut roll

star. Recently, Middleditch c1 al. ( 198!)) rcportwl the df’twtioll of a very strong rn(-duliit ion
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Figure 4 — Theoretical
spectra of PSR Z after 10
iterations with /G = ().2.
0.3, 0.4, 0.5, and 0.6. The
estimated pulsed flux (hlid-
dleditch 1989) is presented
for the purpose-of compari-
son. It should be treated as
tentative pending confirnla-
tion.

at a frequency of about 2 kHz from SN 1987A during a seven-hour observing run. Subsequent
attempts for confirmation have failed thus far. M’e now consider the observable consequences of
a 0.5-ms pulsar in the Large hlagellanic Cloud. The outer gap model requires an input of the
magnetic dipole moment of the neutron star which has not been determined. In the following.
we estimate the allowable range of p based on current observations. 1’ the 0.5-ms pulsar acts
like the Crab pulsar, which dumps most of its rotational energy loss into the nebula, and the
observed light from SN 1987A is a good indicator of the amount of energy input from the center

of the superno~’a, then

~4p2

-T-
= Ifif’)S ~s~]9t37,4~ 1039 ergs s-l! (8)

where 1 is the moment of inertia of the neutron star and taken to be 1045 g cm2. JT’ehave used
the estimate given by Pinto, Woosley, and Ensman (1988). More recent observations put an
even more stringent limit on p (Hartmann, M’oosley, and Pinto 1989). OrI the other hand, the
pulsar cannot be losing more energ.v in pulsation than in total rotational energy loss, (hus

fpp~ . ..
> 103s ergs s-’,& Iflfl > L~pllCal puls~llon *

T
(9)

Here we have adopted a highly conservative estimate of the power in optical pulsation during
the detection; the actual luminosity of the pulsed emission during the 7-hour detection can
be greater than this estimate by as much as a factor of ten (hliddleditch 1989). Combining
equations (8) and (9), the 0.5-ms pulsar has a magnetic dipole in the following range:

1025 G cm3 < )1 < 102YG cn13, (10)

We now consider a h~pothcticul pulsar in the LhlC with a period of 0.5 mssnd a dipole mom~llf
at the upper end of th( estimated range: fl = 1,25 x 104 rad s- ], 11= 102’ G cn~3, and D = 5?
kpc. We shall refer to this hypothetical pulsar M PSI{ Z.
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Theoretical spectra for PSR Z with ~C=O.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, and 0.6 are plotted in Figure
4. The optical flux is a very rough estimate with great uncertainty. It is presented only for the
purpose of comparison. From Fig. 4, the theoretical prediction for optical pulsation is off by
orders of magnitude. This discrepancy appears to tJe difficult to reconcile without introducing a
new radiation mechanism in the optical range. One possibility is the coherent curvature radiation
by clumps of GeV secondary electrons, in analogy to the mechanism of radio emission proposed
for the older radio pulsar (Ruderman and Sutherland 1975). The spectra presenti in Figure
4 predict a ~.raY flux which is marginally detectable. The pulse profile of SN 1987A pulsar is
expected to be similar to tha. of the Crab pulsar, based on the similarity of the structure of
the Fourier components (Middleditch 1989). A sharp pulse profile like that of the Crab pulsar
would make PSR Z more readily detectable than the 50-ms pulsar.

VI. D] SCUSS]ON AND CJU~~JfARY

\$’e now discuss the theoretical predictions observable by GRO and implications of GRO
obser\-at ions to the theory.

For the Crab pulsar, the basic spectral shape is well established. GRO can be utilized
for the detailed study of the spectral structure and test the validity of the outer gap model. The
outer gap model predicts two features with significant theoretical implications in the energy
band of GR O. The first feature is the dip at the overlap of the synchrotrons component and the
inverse Compton component. As shown in Fig. 2, the dip is broad with varying prominence
depending on the gap size. GRO observations in the y-ray range will allow us to put constraints
on the parameter ~C. Furthermore, polarization of the radiation could serve as an even stronger
telltale sign of a two-component spectrum. The synchrotron-radiation component at lower-
energy is expected to be polarized. This is seen in the phase-resolved observations of the optical
pulses from the Crab pulsar (hfanchester and Taylor 1977). The maximum polarization is
observed in the wings of the optical pulses at about 20 to 30 per cent. This serves as an
indication of the expected degree of polarization for the synchrotrons y-ray emission. It is crucial
that the observation be made with sufficient phase resolution. On the other hand, the inverse-
Comptoit comppnent consists of reprocessed synchrotrons radiation. The polarization is difficult
to evaluate without a detailed model of the emission geometry in the azimuthal dimension.
Intuitive] y, one would expect the reprocessed radiation to be less polarized. An observation
of the polarization will provide important input and allow us to study the three-dimensional
structure of the gap in detail. Feasibility of obtaining polarization information of y rays has
been reported with detection of finite polarization from the Vela pulsar (Caraveo et al, 1986).
We note that the spectral dip and the different polarization behavior below and above the dip are
expected features from any tw-component model for the broad-band spectrum. GRO provides
a unique opportunity for this study with its wide ener~ coverage of more than four orders of
magnitude.

The second feature in the Crab pulsar spectrum is roll-over in the multi-GeV range.
The roll-over occurs for two reaaons. (1) The secondary electrons are created from the primar~
photons which follows a curvature radiation spectrum, Thus the secondary-electron distribut ioli

is cut off by an exponential roll-over above several GeV, the characteristic energy of the primary
curvature radiation, Since inverse- Compton scattering cannot produce photons with energies
greater than the seed electron, we expect the emergent spectrum to exhibit a similar exponential
roll-over. (2) The outer gap model predicts two beams of electrons and photons crossing eacli

~IV rnulti-GeV secondary photon will experience pair-productionother in the secondary region. . . . .
attenuation as it encoun~ers an opposing beam of sub. keV photons, in analogy to the conversion
of primary photons tc, secondary electrons. This will be manifested as a sharp and most likely
exponential turn-off at the high-energy end of the emergent spectrum. Theoretical spectra
presented in Fig. 2 do not include the effect of such attenuation, since a more detailed model
of geometry of the secondary region is required. Both ~ffects predict a spectral rdl-o\er ill
the mtd4i-GeV regime. The first effect is unique to the Crab-type gap, The second effect is

.
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general for any moss-beaming geometry. A detailed study of the pulsed spectrum in the multi-
GeV regime by EGRET will allow us to test the validity of the Crab-type outer gap picture.
place constraints on the parameter fG, consider the importance of the cross-beaming effect, and
construct a more realistic picture of the geometry.

For the 50-ms and 0.5-ms pulsars, the outer gap model predicts that they are marginally
detectable. Since PSR0540-693 and SN 1987A are within the same fields of view pf all instru-
ments on GRO, long integration in their neighborhood will have an ad~led aclvanta”ge of killing
two birds with one stone. In fact, because of their compact angular size and close prurimity
to us, long integmtions of the Nagellanic Clouds may & the best investment for discovering
discrete y-my sources by GRO. Once the presence of 7-ray pulsation from either sources is es-
tablished, a number of subsequent multi-wavelength studies should be vigorously pursued with
coordinated effort between GRO, HST, ROSAT, and ground-based radio, optical and ultrahigh-
energy telescopes. The multi-wavelength studies, including the compilation of the spectrum, the
comparison of the pulse profile and pulse arrival time at different energy bands, anti the long-
term rnonit~~ing of the pulsar, will provide invaluable input toward our understanding of the
pulsar phenomenon.

I thank John Middleditch for helpful conversations and Chris hlauche for comments on
the manuscript. This work was performed under the auspices of L1.S.Department of Ener~\.
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